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<Let's go ahead and give them a warm welcome.> 

Noah had a faint smile on his face as right after yet another ridiculous power 
up, Loot came to throw itself before his feet as how could he not be happy? 

He saw Ophelia lick her lips with distaste at the interruption as she nodded 
and appeared beside him, both of their bodies becoming wrapped by a spatial 
light to appear on the periphery of the Chaoticus Behemoth Transporter that 
Ophelia had commanded to come to a stop. 

The slightly less than a dozen Boundary Expansion Realm Lernaeans that 
had reached the 6th Boundary Layer and were taken from the Abecedarian 
Sacrarium gazed cautiously at the incoming vessel, and those below this 
stage who were simply tasked with maintaining operations of communications 
on this massive beast vessel gazing out fearfully when they saw the Obsidian 
vessel as they knew it meant nothing other than their most hated enemies. 

The Noblesse! 

But they were told to stand down and do nothing. 

Instead, the figure of the Sacrarium Empress adorned in a white gold robe 
appeared as she very closely stuck to an existence adorned in blue gold 
Emperor's Robes that those on the Chaoticus Behemoth Transporter only 
knew as the recently appearing Last True Emperor of the Barren Lands! 

Dangerous tendrils of NULLITY filled with coldness and death permeated 
across the gray skies, glacial Islands floating in this atmosphere as tendrils of 
gray lightning constantly struck out in different areas. 

Only the most powerful of beings would ever come to this region as those who 
could float in its skies calmly were not to be underestimated! 



Before the Chaoticus Behemoth Transporter, an obsidian Vessel approached 
and opened up at this moment. 

Noah gazed at the teardrop-shaped interstellar vessel that opened to show 
regal looking figures of Noblesse, blazing Halos of light around their bodies 
that showed multiple 2 to 3 Echelon Crimson Existences. 

Their eyes were entirely black with no pupils as obsidian purple robes and 
metal Armaments wrapped around them, their bodies dripping with regality 
and nobility as they seemed higher than even the skies they floated on! 

Yet when Noah saw them... 

<You poor things...> 

...! 

Before they could even announce themselves and bring whatever conflict they 
wanted forward, Noah couldn't help but pity these beings as his eyes truly 
showed sympathy and a shred of sorrow when looking at them as he sighed! 

Ophelia saw this scene as her eyes twinkled of Wisdom to his right, a laugh of 
incredulity escaping her vibrant lips as she asked while shaking her head. 

<You couldn't possibly be feeling pity for them because...> 

<Yes.> Noah gave a light nod before she finished, his voice emanating out 
loud enough to the extent that the domineeringly floating Noblesse who were 
coming over could hear it as well. 

<I can only pity their poor souls as can you imagine what terrible fates and 
destinies they have? They cultivated for who knows how many billions of 
years in these lands and achieved such a stage, and they're even here in a 
place of an overabundance of opportunity that's drawing all nearby Lineages 
in. Yet their vessel just so happened to cross near our Chaoticus Behemoth 
Transporter and they actually decided to veer off course and target us... their 
fates are so abysmal as they actually came to target me!> 

WAA! 

A unique compassion for the living was expressed on the face of the True 
Emperor of Quintessence as it veiled his overabundance of Tyranny, Ophelia 



looking at the show while trying to keep her laughter in as the domineering 
Noblesse heard Noah's words as their bodies erupted with immense power! 

<This ant...!> 

<To actually be so bold and not know when death is near?!> 

They were a party of 13 beings here as each had achieved the 6th Boundary 
Layer in multiple Boundaries, with another 6 auras similar to them remaining 
on the Vessel as they were truly a force to fear! 

19 beings that had each achieved one or more Boundaries at the 6th Layer. 

Yet a target they chose to wipe out before they entered the Endless Abyssal 
Thalassic Caverns of Nullity to actually be showing pity towards them? 

This was preposterous! 

<You...I'm going to enjoy especially ripping you apart while I make that 
woman beside you watch!> A cruel smile appeared on the leading Noblesse 
as the others released waves of power, the VOID releasing from them freely 
as they floated over with an immense and oppressive demeanor. 

Towards this, the eyes of the True Emperor of Quintessence gradually lost all 
the pity he showed towards these beings as he continued with a rising air of 
tyranny while he shook his head. 

<If only you guys had slightly better destinies, you would have long since ran 
away from here. Alas...your journey on the path of Extremity will have to end 
because of this single mistake you made today!> 

BZZP! 

His hand rose as he pointed upwards. 

A heart shaking aura bloomed as a dense blue light of the Aeonic Mana of 
Extremity erupted en masse, the dreary skies above holding glacial wisps of 
light instantly lighting up as a cluster of coiling cerulean Realities made of pure 
Mana formed! 

A whole cluster of Realities made of pure Aeonic Mana of Extremity as under 
the effects of the [Aeonic Mana of Extremity Manipulationy], he could release 



pure Mana into any constructs he imagined- with slight 

limitations!𝑵𝔬𝑣𝑬𝓛𝐍ℯxt.𝑐𝒪𝔪 

And the construct of cerulean clusters of Realities swirling like tendrils into a 
haven of circular light represented his strongest damage output currently, 
which was something truly ridiculous to conceptualize. 

When he dealt with Desiderius and Theseus, he was already capable of 
releasing tens of thousands of Aeonic Damage Values. Over the course of the 
past day, he had constantly surpassed his past self as he reached a bit over 
200,000 Aeonic Soul Damage Values, and then the final augmentations of 
Manadynamics and its strengthening to its current stage came in. 

It made his current output easily exceed and slightly ti over 1 million Aeonic 
Soul Damage Values! 

Something that these Noblesse at the level o Desiderius...could not even 
dream of holding back wit mere 6th Boundary Layers. 

And they felt this closely the moment Noah called fort the cluster of cerulean 
Realities as their faces paled an turned ashen, their Souls beginning to 
scream at the as they recalled the words of pity this being showe earlier! 

Their oppressive momentum stopped as they came to look at the cluster of 
pulsing Realities holding unbelievable Aeonic Soul Damage Values and a 
sense of Extremity they couldn't fathom. 

They swallowed their disbelief and regret as they looked forward again. 

The teardrop vessel behind them holding the remainder of their forces...began 
edging backwards ever so slightly. 

Fear and incredulity spread in the surroundings as all eyes came to rest on 
the cerulean robed Emperor with his hand in the air. 

With the cluster of volatile Realities holding hundreds of thousands of Aeonic 
Soul Damage Values he had conjured so freely, he looked like an 
unblemished being of utmost power that couldn't be opposed! 



Chapter 2302  Let's get crazy! I 

His grandeur was unmatchable as with a hand in the air, he conjured a stellar 
cluster of cerulean Realities that emanated hundreds of thousands of Aeonic 

Soul Damage Values! 𝐍𝑂𝓥𝞮𝗅𝐧𝗲xt.𝓬𝑶𝓂 

One of the foremost Noblesse reacted extremely fast as he tried to keep his 
composure while feeling the deathly sensation above, ignoring that he had 
just told this being he would rip him apart and make the woman beside him 
watch as they began to pull back while he voiced out with immense 
humbleness and humility- while at the same time, his body and the bodies of 
all others erupted with the densest concentrations of the VOID as if their very 
lives depended on it! 

<We seem to have made a mistake, Sir. Why don't we let bygones be byg-> 

<Now now, it is much too late for regrets.> Noah waved his hands before this 
being finished talking as his eyes pulsed with waves of Tyranny. 

<Let's just enjoy the last few moments you have to experience Extremity.> 

…! 

His hand remained in the air as his index finger flickered again. 

It meant… 

BZZT! 

Another dazzling cluster of cerulean Realities formed from Aeonic Mana of 
Extremity bloomed as the faces of the enemies it was directed at turned even 
paler. 

And his ginger flickered again soon after as another cluster of Realities 
formed! 

And another! 

And another! 

…! 



All color drained from the Noblesse as the weaker ones that remained in the 
interstellar vessel also felt an astonishing sense of dread and disbelief while 
staring at the dreary glacial skies above them. 

Multiple clusters of Reality bloomed as each one could decimate with over 1 
Million Aeonic Soul Damage Values, and Noah called forth multiple! 

It was utterly overkill as he didn't truly need to do it. 

But he did it nonetheless since he now had {Aeonic Mana of Extremity 
Manipulation} and could use his Mana to endlessly release abilities or form 
any constructs he could imagine! 

His hand that was hung in the air felt like a blade on the necks of his enemies 
as…it finally came down as the multiple clusters of cerulean Realities surged 
down at a ridiculously fast speed, meeting their enemies who had erupted with 
the VOID in a maddening fashion! 

The Obsidian Innate Boundary of the VOID erupted with fervor to spread out a 
blinding darkness! 

But the darkness only shone for a moment before it was entirely eclipsed by a 
terrifying blue sea, the True Emperor of Quintessence truly having chucked 
multiples Realities as bombs towards his enemies as the explosive light of 
blue covered nearby light-years and caused an eruption of the glacial 
landmarks of this area! 

Ophelia watched it all happen with amazement as she nodded her head with 
appreciation. 

This…was just the welcome before the True Emperor of Quintessence delved 
into the Abyss! 

<14x Golden Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches have been obtained.> 

<5x Obsidian Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches have been obtained.> 

His blue gold Emperor's Robe rose and fell majestically over his visage as he 
watched the destruction with his head held high. 

The Noblesse outside of the teardrop shaped interstellar vessel and those 
within it had disappeared entirely when the scene cleared, glacial tendrils of 



NULLITY being the only thing arcing across space as pieces of glacial Islands 
fractured chaotically! 

Those within the Chaoticus Behemoth Transporter were gobsmacked at the 
scene before them as the outer periphery of the Endless Abyssal Thalassic 
Caverns of Nullity they were near seemed to have a chunk of it destroyed. 

Ophelia gazed at this scene with sharp eyes as she turned to her left and 
right, her voice coming out soon after. 

<This is just a party of the Noblesse we came across. Many others are 
already at the entry point of the Abyss as if we don't want to miss out…we 
have to hurry!> 

Her eyes were free of worry as she listened to the words of Wisdom, her main 
body making a move in the Abecedarian Sacrarium to deem Wisdom 
Quintessential and gain the wings to fly towards the 9th Boundary Layer! 

It was a move that would make her one of the more powerful existences in 
this whole region. 

Noah nodded at her words as his figure turned into a streak of blue light that 
surged towards the glacial Caverns of the Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns 
of Nullity. 

The Chaoticus Behemoth Transporter behind them received orders from 
Ophelia as it flew low, bringing the rest of the Ancestral Lernaeans towards 
the innermost regions quietly as Ophelia turned into a golden light that surged 
beside Noah. 

The powerful party of Noblesse was eradicated and not even mentioned again 
as if what Noah had done was just a casual flick of his hands! 

— 

After the endless fall that dropped existences on a black earth. 

Deep within the region that was termed the Abyss by those who first 
discovered it. 



The situation had drastically changed from what it was when just a few groups 
of the Lineages of Ancestral Lernaeans, Quasarians, and Noblesse were 
here! 

Three domains were drawn across the vibrant stellar black desert as they all 
crossed the black gold lake that used to hold clusters of Aeonic Treasures of 
Extremity. 

Currently, the whole black gold oasis was cleared out as it was unknown as to 
which groups obtained the most Treasures. 

A dreadful sense of tension permeated the surroundings as all groups were 
on guard, with the battles having died down by now as the attention of all 
three Lineages was focused on the transparent veil of light far from them that 
showed multiple titanic eyes of dreadfully massive creatures staring towards 
them! 

Their eyes dripped of coldness and intellect as their bodies gave off a heavy 
feeling of oppression as from one massive creature, it had now increased to 
over a dozen. 

On the side of Quasarians. 

A stellar Obsidian platform releasing waves of gravitational light was laid down 
towards the center of their encampment, terrifying auras clustered here as 
Prince Zagugan was not the most powerful Quasarian who was now here! 

Over a dozen other Princes with his stature appeared as they formed a neat 
line currently behind a single being. 

A being whose very existence caused crackles of potent essence of 
Boundaries of Extremity to surge around him, multiple tendrils of light weaving 
around him that showed he grasped at the very least 3 or 4 Boundaries at the 
9th Boundary Layer! 

Chapter 2303  Let's get crazy! II 

Potent waves of the essence of Boundaries swirled around this being as he 
had reached such proficiency and control of his Aeonic Soul that it was now 
completely integrated with his Aspects of Existence- a hallmark of those who 
had achieved the 9th Boundary Layer as this was known as Aeonic Soul 
Sublimation! 



Existences that had reached Aeonic Soul Sublimation were to be feared as 
the level of power they could freely release from their souls was unimaginable, 
with their damage simply catastrophic compared to others of the lower level. 

Reaching this stage meant one had their Aspects of Existence ready for the 
profound transformation of becoming an Apex Aeonic Lifeform! 

Powerhouses like this were treasured in any Lineage as having one of the 
more powerful ones here from the Quasarian Lineage paired with a dozen 
more Quasarian Princes that had achieved a single Boundary at the 9th 
Boundary Layer, it showed just what level of importance they placed on this 
location. 

The existence that Prince Zagugan and others lined up behind had closed 
eyes that sparkled with clusters of trillions of quasars, his voice magnetic and 
full of power as he spoke with his eyes remaining closed. 

<The words of Augur Kaito are true…when the dark lands filled with treasured 
light are unveiled and those imprisoned within roar out with rage, the 
Extremity Sanctification will begin.> 

This being repeated the words that Prince Zagugan had uttered- words that 
were picked up on by Ancestor Rodwig and a nearby Noblesse that was 
surging towards the black gold oasis at the time as this intelligence had 
already spread across the three Lineages! 

ROAAR! 

As if to cement his words, Plane shattering roars boomed out from behind the 
transparent veil in sequence as the monstrous behemoths behind it seemed 
as if they were making battle cries. 

Prince Zagugan had a pondering expression as he voiced out. 

<This bears immense opportunity as well as great danger, Reverend Emperor 
Septimius. I feel like the veil…> 

<It will fall soon.> 

WAA! 



The one termed Reverend Emperor Septimius nodded with his eyes opening 
ever so slightly, releasing a dazzling radiance that nearly covered everything 
here! 

<During this venture, a great danger will unfold as none of your lives are 
guaranteed- even mine.> 

…! 

Words that caused the eyes of the Princes behind him to open in shock 
emanated out as none of them denied him, their trust running too deep! 

<But there will also be an overabundance of opportunity as that is what 
Extremity Sanctification is. If any of us manage to overcome the coming 
challenges, reaching the stage of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform is not an 
impossibility. Thereafter…Extremity will only be a few steps away.> 

BOOM! 

Shocking words were released from him as behind the Princes, clusters of 
Quasarians ranging from those that had achieved the 8th to the 6th Boundary 
Layers stretched out behind them in terrific Legions- similar stances being 
seen on the side of the Noblesse and Ancestral Lernaeans as each had their 
own domains and vessels enacted, waiting patiently for what was coming. 

It felt like a bomb that was getting ready to explode as on the side of the 
Ancestral Lernaeans, half of the Aeonic Soul Clone of Ancestor Rodwig could 
be seen gradually healing with a grim expression, three women in verdant 
robes beside him releasing abundant life force from their hands as they 
continued to heal him. 

He did not come out unscathed from the clash with Prince Zagugan even after 
devouring any Aeonic Treasures of Extremity he came across, but he had 
devoured enough to the extent that he felt the 9th Boundary Layer of the 
Sword…was infinitely close. 

His somber gaze was shared by other Ancestral Lernaeans at the same level 
as him, and there were even pristine Elder Ancestors who had achieved the 
9th Boundary Layer who were currently clustered around a single being! 

<Our Seers are confirming the words about Extremity Sanctification. How are 
we proceeding…> 



Their words were filled with caution as among the three Lineages here, theirs 
was undoubtedly the weakest! 

Even the one who had arrived to lead them was a renowned combatant of the 
Ancestral Lernaeans who had managed to bring two Boundaries to the 9th 
Boundary Layer- a terrifying genius among the generation of Ancestors who 
had first arrived to explore the Havens of Extremity! 

His gaze was utterly radiant as he was known as Reverend Emperor Achilles. 

<Our race has always lagged behind. It is time to whether through life and 
death and see if we can produce more Apex Aeonic Lifeforms. Only then can 
we truly establish a lineage that survives across the spacetime continuum…> 
𝑛𝑂𝓋𝞮𝗅𝗇𝐞xt.𝚌𝒐𝓶 

His words caused a stifling feeling in the chest of Ancestral Lernaeans to rise 
as their eyes turned cold and sharp, gazing towards the dazzling transparent 
veil as their thoughts were hard to understand! 

On the side of Noblesse, a myriad of teardrop shaped interstellar vessels 
fractured and beaten up could be seen pulsing with light after surviving the fall 
into the Abyss. 

Their Commanders and beings of power were just as abundant as the Princes 
and single Reverend Emperor of the Quasarians, but their uniqueness was 
the Legions behind them that brought two massive eyes chained by stellar 
light! 

It was a pair of eyes shining with abundant Clarity as beside them, the figures 
of multiple Noblesse who had achieved the 6th and 7th Boundary Layers 
could be seen, and uniquely…a being that didn't have the Lineage of 
Noblesse was among them. 

The prideful and arrogant Noblesse actually gazed towards him like a peer as 
with golden waves of light surging around him, the eyes of Oppenheimer 
opened to show an endless sea of Destiny! 

Arcs of Nullity surged above this group and all others here as from the 
transparent veil far from them, streaks of RUIN could also be seen beginning 
to permeate outwards as this event promised boundless mystery and death. 



And at this moment, far above this location- in the extending cylindrical abyss 
that formed deep in the Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns of Nullity. 

The figure of a certain True Emperor appeared as a woman clad in the golden 
light of Wisdom could be seen near him! 

His figure rumbled with arcs of blue light as his eyes released endless 
cerulean grandeur, gazing at the endless darkness below him as without a 
word…he jumped. 

2304 Let's get crazy! III 

In a serene environment away from wars and conflict. 

A contained sea of boundary essence brimming with Vitality and a vibrant 
essence that would even be capable of nourishing one's Aeonic Soul could be 
seen as atop this sea that was the size of a Cosmos, the figure of a young 
woman whose skin shone with a stellar glow could be seen. 

Countless quasars formed her stellar visage as she had a sad expression on 
her face, tendrils of the life-force on the sea she floated on constantly sinking 
into her and nourishing her as every now and then, one could see her body 
flash with a translucent light that showed a deadly and terrifying scene within! 

Devilish tendrils of a type of RUIN could be seen snaking across all vessels of 
her body as they constantly ate up the life-force being infused into her. 

She gritted her teeth through the pain as she gazed out towards an expanse 
of stellar nothingness, this being a domain only she was enclosed in as it was 
uniquely molded for her! 

At this time... 

HOONG! 

An obsidian portal opened near the cosmic sea of life force she was on as a 
figure with utterly dreadful waves of Extremity stepped out. 

He looked towards the young woman atop the cosmic sea as a smile came on 
his lips while he drew close. 

<Little Xiaomi, how are you feeling today?>𝑛𝞸𝑣𝑒𝒍𝗇𝗲xt.𝑐𝑜𝑚 



Even with the potent waves of Extremity surging around him, this being 
seemed ever so gentle to the young girl who smiled painfully towards him 
while trying to clench her fist and raise it up. 

<Father, have you ever seen a girl as strong as me? I woke up today and felt 
like I could live another billion years!> 

...! 

She said the words out to assure him, but when he heard them, his powerful 
eyes trembled as he was reminded of the cruel reality. 

He was reminded that she would not even live for another hundred years, 
much less a billion! 

A feeling of immense weakness coursed through him even amidst his 
overabundance of strength, his soul feeling unbearable pain as he couldn't 
manage to look at his daughter again as he nodded while waving his hands to 
cause the appearance of over a dozen Aeonic Treasures of Extremity that 
flew towards the cosmic sea his daughter floated in. <Just wait a little longer, 
Little Xiaomi. Something has risen that may just hold the key.> 

His eyes seemed to have made a decision he couldn't make before as he 
looked towards the young girl with immense guilt and love, floating back 
towards the Obsidian portal as Xiaomi nodded with the strongest smile she 
could muster. 

In no time, the extremely powerful being disappeared from this domain as only 
a young girl was left staring out at a stellar expansion of nothingness- pain 
and sadness being the only thing in her gaze! 

Outside of this domain. 

The existence emanating waves of potent Boundaries had a cold look on his 
face as he appeared above the barrier of a massive Plane of Existence, 
clusters of other Planes of Existence stretching out around him as he was in 
one of the Sacred Quasarian Planes where the core power of Quasarians was 
held! 

His cold eyes gazed at the vastness around him as he spoke. 



<I will be making a trip to the Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns of Nullity. I 
should be able to find something that can cure her of this there...especially 
with the Extremity Sanctification that shall bloom from it.> 

He should've been speaking to nobody, but a sigh was heard from the veils of 
Extremity around him as an ancient voice stemming out of an entirely different 
form of life echoed out. 

<Caesar...even the power of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform wasn't able to remove 
the RUIN interlinked with her Aspects of Existence. Only an existence that has 
reached the Extremity of RUIN may be able to cure her...but such a being isn't 
one even I dare stand in front of. But you are right, there may be a possibility 
in that place. After all, it will be a baptism through RUIN.> 

The voice was deep and ancient as it stood on an entirely different stage of 
life- stemming from none other than an Apex Aeonic Lifeform! 

Reverend Emperor Caesar said nothing at these words as his body simply 
emanated glorious waves of power. 

From what could be discerned, ten shocking strands of Boundaries expanded 
towards the 9th Boundary Layer could be seen around this being, his power 
being at the very peak as he was actually known by all Civilizations wading 
across the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution! 

The voice of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform rang out again amidst the silence. 

<This may be the last trip you are able to make freely, Caesar. You will not be 
able to repress your Realm any longer as the process of transformation of an 
Apex Aeonic Lifeform will start budding within you soon. As soon as this 
happens....you cannot compete for the opportunities of lesser Lifeforms 
anymore. Finish this well and come join us. There are grander possibilities 
even within this Aeonic Haven of Dissolution waiting for you as an Apex 
Aeonic Lifeform, not to mention the other Havens you can traverse to. The 
answers you seek may also be there.> 

WAA! 

A smidgen of secrecy was revealed as one may wonder why in an area like 
the Abyss within the Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns of Nullity that was 
found to have clusters of Aeonic Treasures of Extremity... didn't have the 
strongest forces of the Lineages that discovered it sent over. 



Why didn't the Apex Aeonic Lifeforms of the Ancestral Lernaeans, 
Quasarians, and Noblesse come to end things cleanly?! 

This involved grand workings within the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution and the 
Havens of Extremity in totality as only the truly powerful beings knew! 

Caesar nodded at the words of the Apex Aeonic Lifeform that never showed 
itself as he gazed towards a certain direction...and he disappeared a moment 
later as he set off. 

He was known by many names and had grand accolades. 

He had appeared multiple times across the billions of years to end wars in the 
victory of the Quasarians as among the many titles he was known by, the 
most pronounced one was a grand accolade. 

The Mad Reverend Emperor. 

The being that broke into Sacrariums and Domains of Noblesse to seek 
Treasures and cures for his daughter as he came out unscathed! 

The Terror of Dissolution! 

The Mad Reverend Emperor Caesar set off for the Endless Abyssal Thalassic 
Caverns of Nullity as his inclusion... would spell utter catastrophe for all 
others! 

ps: There are still some that are being edited. 

2305 Let's get crazy! IV 

Tendrils of NULLITY coursed around him as he fell. 

Endless darkness was all that accompanied him as Noah thought about his 
lack of focus on the path of NULLITY, and how he had sought to fuse this 
state of verisimilitude with Mana! 

He had the inkling that when he went across the stages of Nullity and 
expanded it towards a Boundary, only then would he have the possibility of 
pairing it up with the Aeonic Mana of Extremity as the two would be ever 
closer towards each other- each one seeking Extremity. 



It may even be possible with the other state of verisimilitude that he could 
barely feel wisps of right now- RUIN. 

These were his passing thoughts as he fell down endlessly with only darkness 
around him. 

The Boundary of Manadynamics pulsed as it senses the Essences around 
Noah, his feet beginning to burst with a dazzling cerulean glow of light that 
went on to cover his body entirely, his descent seeming like an incandescent 
meteor descending onto the abyss! 

The essence of Manadynamics continued to pulse around him as even though 
he couldn't see, he could feel the countless waves of energies intermixed as 
very quickly, he felt like the bottom was nearing! 

When others fell into the abyss, they smashed into the black earth as they 
found it unbearable to even move, with those who had only expanded the 6th 
Boundary Layer barely being capable of slowly moving across the stellar black 
earth as every step took great effort from the reinforcement of their souls. 

Only those who had further expanded the 7th and 8th Boundary Layers like 
Elder Ancestor Rodwig could move with some freedom, and only existences 
who had reached Aeonic Soul Sublimation could freely manage to even float 
in this dreadful region that held a heavy weight of Extremity! 

Noah's descent was glorious as akin to a shining blue meteor, he cascaded 
down and felt the black earth below before he neared it, his Aeonic 
Quintessential Mana Soul releasing waves of pristine grandiosity as its 
complete integration to the rest of him allowed utmost control, his descent 
slowing down as a gorgeous scene unfolded. 

He neared the black earth as if a graceful celestial stellar existence from 
ancient times was descending, his visage being caught in the eyes of the 
closest Boundary Expansion Realm experts of all three Lineages tasked with 
seeing which other forces came down. 

There was a clear line of distinction between the Quasarians, Noblesse, and 
the Ancestral Lernaeans as normally after a being came down- they would 
very quickly go towards where their Lineage was clustered! 

But what about Noah? 



HOONG! 

A droning sound boomed out as radiant blue Aeonic Mana of Extremity 
formed into a Miniature sea below his feet, his figure slowing his descent as 
he became ever slower when he neared the black earth until...he floated a few 
feet above it. 

His blue gold Emperor's robe fluttered with glory as his hands were clasped 
behind his back, his eyes rising as he came to gaze upon the myriad of 
powerful existences here. 

The Noblesse that began their encampment to his left and the Quasarians 
that began their encampment straight ahead looked at him with sharp gazes 
of killing intent as they ascertained he wasn't of their Lineage, and they 
deemed him a powerful Commander as he was currently floating with ease in 
this space- something that only those who had arrived at the stage of Aeonic 
Soul Sublimation were able to do so far! 

At the same time, the Ancestral Lernaeans encampment that began to his 
right gazed towards him with caution as he wasn't a being they knew of in 
their Lineage- as all existences that had reached the 9th Boundary Layer in 
ant Boundary were renowned and known! 

This was until... 

WAA! 1 

Another figure descended into the abyss as a golden light of grandeur 
fluttered, a rough and pristine aura actually erupting out with the descent of 
this being as a bubbling sea of halcyon light supported their feet- this being 
controlling her descent and not smashing down as her feet came to land 
gracefully on the black sand. 

<Phew...> 

An expression of amazement and joy could be seen on the face of the entrant 
as to others, she seemed like a powerful Commander at the peak of the 8th 
Boundary Layer to do what she did. 

They didn't know that this being's main body had just deemed a Boundary to 
be Quintessential as it took it past the 8th Boundary Layer and fantastically 
expanded it to the 9th, the power she expressed now simply being rough due 



to her recent advancement as she didn't let it be known that she had arrived at 
this Boundary yet! 

But her visage was known as the eyes of the Ancestral Lernaeans lit up with 
surprise, some Commanders even speaking out as they recognized her. 

To them, she was Sacrarium Empress Ophelia. 

And their eyes lit up with even more surprise when they saw her walk towards 
and stay close to the unknown Aeonic Soul Sublimation expert that had a 
dazzling blue sea below him. 

Was he truly one of theirs? 

The commanding forces of the Ancestral Lernaeans reached out towards 
Ophelia as her Automaton Boundary Modulator lit up, but at this time, Noah 
was still gazing at the darkness around him and the myriad of beings of 
different races before his eyes. 

On the side of the Noblesse, he saw glorious vessels and two massive Eyes 
chained by stellar black light-eyes that caused his own to pulse as if they were 
alike! 

He also felt a rousing pulse of Destiny as he smiled lightly when gazing 
towards this direction! 

His Will continued to wander around as he didn't choose any side to go 
towards. 

He looked at the massive transparent veil in the distance and the terrifying 
auras behind it. 

His heart actually pulsed with an unknown dozen pairs of eyes that were each 
more massive than even Cosmos! 

From them, he felt ruin and destruction. 

Quintessence and Loot communicated with him about many things as did 
Wisdom. 

They all said how a terrifying catastrophe and chaos was about to break out 
as the means he could employ to gain the most opportune results were limited 
in the unfolding chaos! 



<Well in that case...> 

Did he have to wait for the chaos to begin? 

Did he have to choose a side here? 

If there weren't an overabundance of paths and opportunities for him to obtain 
the best possible results in the coming chaos, why didn't he just create them 
himself? 

Even though he felt terrifying auras of power at the depths of the encampment 
of the Ancestral Lernaeans, Quasarians, and Noblesse, he wasn't fearful. 

And he didn't consider any of the three sides allies as to him...they were all 
competitors on his path of conquest! 

So instead of waiting for the chaos to begin like all these powerful beings 

here, he may just as well begin the chaos.𝑛𝞸𝑣𝑒𝒍𝗇𝗲xt.𝑐𝑜𝑚 

...! 

His eyes flashed with tyranny as he felt a rising feeling of conquest erupt from 
the depths of his Soul. 

The sea of Aoenic Mana of Extremity below his feet churned. 

<Let's get crazy...even if just for a little bit.> 

WAA! 

He has just arrived as he didn't wait for the eruption of chaos and disorder. 

He would be the one to cause it as at this moment, the abyssal dark skies 
above began to light up with a cerulean light. 

Noah's eyes reflected this blue color as he looked at the powerful Legions and 
forces of the Quasarians, Noblesse, and the Ancestral Lernaeans. 

He looked at all of them...as countless clusters of cerulean Realities began to 
appear in the abyssal skies! 
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The glow of Destiny wrapped around him tightly, seeking solace in his soul as 
if it was its home. 

He was surrounded by beings not of his race, yet their gazes towards him 
were clear as if he was their brethren! 

He was towards the center of the Legions of Noblesse as regal figures of 
Noblesse Commanders surrounded him, the two vibrant Eyes of Clarity dug 
out from the living body of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform still chained by a terrifying 
authority and placed in the hands of specific Noblesse being seen nearby. 

They released beams of radiant light in the surroundings as their gaze 
eventually came to land on the veil of light far from them that held back 
massive creatures. 

Behind this veil was what everyone was here for. 

The incandescent light of Aeonic Treasures of Extremity could be seen in 
abundance behind this veil as even though this was what Ancestral 
Lernaeans, Quasarians, and Noblesse would wage a bloody fight for... this 
was not what Oppenheimer fought for! He knew that his destiny lay in 
something else entirely. 

<Commander Oppenheimer, what do the Lernaeans think of you when they 
see you amongst us? I can see the gazes of some of the Aeonic Soul 
Sublimation beings among them pass over here and focus on you every now 
and then.> 

Words filled with curiosity rang out from a Noblesse Commander to his left 
who released waves of authority of multiple Boundaries at the 7th Boundary 
Layer! 

Oppenheimer's expression remained placid at such words as he gazed 
towards the Ancestral Lernaeans briefly while the Noblesse Commander 
continued. 

<Do you think they still have the benefit of the doubt that you joined us to 
somehow betray us in the end? That you would return to the Lernaeans at the 
end of all this? Haha!> 

The Noblesse Commander laughed boisterously at his words as those nearby 
also smiled, these beings seemingly knowing something others didn't! 



Oppenheimer shook his head as he replied calmly. 

<They do not know anything. After all-> 

He was about to continue. 

But he had to stop. 

The glow of Destiny covered his eyes as he saw something shocking, his 
gaze turning upwards to the abyssal darkness above them. 

The dark space of this domain that only contained traces of NULLITY and 
tendrils of RUIN! 

At this moment, Oppenheimer saw the flickering of cerulean flashes of light. 

It seemed like the blooming of blue singularities, of profound stellar constructs 
that pulsed with a heart throbbing sense of danger. 

HOONG! 

Waves of stellar majesty flashed as momentarily, the dark skies were tinged 
blue as it seemed like a vast stellar sea! 

A sea of dangerous vacillating clusters of Realities that carried the essence of 
Extremity that made all existences at the 7th Boundary Layer and below 
tremble while causing all those at the 8th Boundary Layer to gaze forward with 
solemnity. 

A flash of blue that caused the eyes of Aeonic Soul Sublimation existences to 
light up as what was most deafening and ridiculous...was how vast of an area 
the clusters of blue Realities covered! 

If any beings here were told this was a normal phenomenon, they would deny 
it as an impossibility as this could only be something produced by the Havens 
of Extremity. 

A catastrophic event that was meant to weed out the weakest! 

Some beings even gazed up and questioned whether this was the beginning 
of the Extremity Sanctification! 



But the eyes of Oppenheimer were covered in gold as he was among the 
beings whose gaze instantly turned towards a certain direction. 

The other beings were Aeonic Soul Sublimation Reverends who were able to 
instantly pinpoint a Source! 

And others....were those near the entry of the Abyss that had seen a similar 
light wrap around a certain being during his descent. 

Their eyes and Wills briefly turned towards the direction of the True Emperor 
of Quintessence who had closed his eyes at this moment, a symphony 
surging around him as his hands were outstretched upwards towards the vast 
sea of clusters of Realities he conjured- his hands flinging down at this 
moment in an utterly glorious fashion as if he was the conductor of a grand 
symphony! 

HOONG! 

And the vast blue sea in the abyssal skies began its descent. 

A descent that within a nanosecond had covered half the distance as in 
another...it had already arrived above the heads of those standing on the 
black earth below. 

<...> 

And the blue sea crashed down as cataclysm bloomed! 

Truth be told. a small. single cluster of Realities was each a little over 1 Million 
Aeonic Soul Damage Values as it was something that existences who had 
achieved the 8th Boundary Layer could dish out and defend against. 

What was unbelievable and impossible... was the scale at which such clusters 
of Realities were thrown out! 

A few thousand existences who had achieved the 8th Boundary Layer had to 
cast such an ability simultaneously to cause such a vast change in the skies! 

Yet a single being had done so as the speed at which the attacks of 
existences who had fully integrated their souls to the rest of their Aspects of 
Existence reached...such speed was enough that only beings near this stage 
could even follow. 



So the vast sea that seemed like a sea of blue stars from afar descended and 
smashed down before the vast majority of beings could defend themselves! 

But there were still extremely powerful existences here. 

Before the blue sea fully fell and even a nanosecond before it arrived, the 
central areas of the three Lineages here bloomed with fantastical and 
impenetrable defensive lights that emanated from the truly powerful beings 

here.𝑛𝑂𝓋𝞮𝗅𝗇𝐞xt.𝚌𝒐𝓶 

Some even surged up to meet the blue sea of Realities before it arrived! 

But the glorious defensive lights of the strongest beings here weren't able to 
cover every field of space. 

The time was too short! 

The Boundary Expansion Realm experts in the periphery who weren't 
surrounded by 8th Boundary Layer Existences or Aeonic Soul Sublimation 
experts were left to defend themselves as they faced a terrifying Apocalypse! 
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The stellar black earth of the Abyss became covered by a layer of blue as 
massive explosions releasing millions of Aeonic Soul Damage Values rose out 
in waves. 

The architect of all this was surrounded by a high-paced symphony of 
grandeur as his arms waver around gloriously as if he was a conductor, his 
eyes opening to see his destruction as he was met with an utterly beautiful 
sight of cascading golden prompts. 

<38x Golden Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches have been obtained.> 

<55x Golden Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches have been obtained.> 

<27x Golden Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches have been obtained.> 

<69x Golden Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches have been obtained.> 

<44x Golden Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches have been obtained.> 

<77x Golden Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches have been obtained.> 



<17x Obsidian Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches have been obtained.> 

<28x Obsidian Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches have been obtained.> 

...! 

A rain of Loot prompts. 

The grandeur that signified boons from the forces of three powerful 
Civilizations! 

Ophelia stood beside him staunchly even though she knew his actions meant 
he would be targeted by terrifying existences. 

Her eyes shone with profound wisdom as after adding a false layer to propel 
herself to the 9th Boundary Layer of Wisdom, she saw the reality around her 
very differently. 

She saw that even though the actions he took were drastic yet grand, he...was 
only fishing amidst unfolding chaos. 

But he didn't wait for this chaos to begin as he simply initiated it for his own 
best possible results! 

As for the rage and anger from the most powerful beings here being directed 
towards him? 

For the answer to this, Ophelia's stellar brown eyes were pulled towards the 
far distance where one could see the transparent veil...begin to flash with 
radiance as it slowly melted and disappeared amidst the chaos. 

The most powerful beings of the three Lineages here would not even be able 
to direct their wrath towards him as when the destruction of the stellar rivers of 
Realities ended and the auras of multiple Aeonic Soul Sublimation experts 
surged towards their direction, the roars of terrifying creatures rang out! 

Amidst the shattered black earth that now had crystallized sand and molten 
cerulean lava flowing, many Wills rose out to see the fading veil as the terrors 
within were made clear, some of them using their titanic limbs and claws to 
tear off the residual Layers of the veil as they sought to exit with purpose. 

Word had been passed to the Ancestral Lernaeans as the term Extremity 
Sanctification also reached the ears of Ophelia and Noah. They had their own 



thoughts as to what could be happening as at this moment, Noah's hand 
landed on Ophelia's shoulder to take her out of a trance. 

<Are you ready?> 

The True Emperor of Quintessence continued to see fantastical boons in the 
form of prompts as the reason he undertook such a drastic action that would 
make all beings here his declared enemies was simple. 

From the overabundance of Treasure Caches he would receive, there would 
be dozens and dozens of Complete Golden and Obsidian Aeonic Pearls of 
Extremity stemming out as he could utilize all of them to raise the Boundary 
Layers of concepts, sacrifice them for Quintessential Experience Points of 
Extremity, and then direct them towards his strongest Boundaries! 

From the hundreds of Aeonic Quintessential Treasure Caches he had already 
obtained, hundreds of Complete Golden and Obsidian Aeonic Pearls of 
Extremity would bloom as this...was a path he could take to very quickly 
obtain the necessary tools to match the terrifying monsters he was coming 
across. 

The necessary tools to bring Quintessence, Blood, and Manadynamics 
towards the 7th and 8th Boundary Layers...and even further beyond! 1 

These tools were falling in his hands, and so did their consequences as even 
though the unfolding chaos was beautifully timed as the veil in the distance fell 
and forced the attention of the truly powerful beings on it, the Beasts behind it, 
and the overabundance of Aeonic Treasures of Extremity they could see even 
further behind these Beasts...even though many eyes were forced to turn 
towards this direction, there was still a few dreadful lights of power that shot 
out from each of the three Lineages. 

Each one held shocking speed and power as it was an existence at the stage 
of Aeonic Soul Sublimation. 

This was the consequence of his grand actions as three existences that had 
reached the 9th Boundary Layers from the Ancestral Lernaeans, Quasarians, 
and Noblesse surged towards him like quantum bombs! 

This wasn't to even mentioned the unknown creatures breaking out and about 
to surge towards all beings here! 



HOONG! 

Waves of Extremity surged as Ophelia felt Noah's hand and breathed out, 
golden words of wisdom only she could see surging around her as she 
nodded. 

<You're putting me to work too early...but I am ready, Sacrarium Master.> 

A smile formed on her lips for the unknown future to come as beside her, 
Noah's body surged with Aeonic Mana of Extremity. 

His entire figure became ablaze with cerulean flames as...a construct he 
termed Aeonic Mana of Extremity Barrier formed around him, along with 
stacks and stacks of other barriers and auras each holding over a million in 
Aeonic Soul Defense Values! 

His eyes were fearless and filled with a blazing light of conquest as he actually 
didn't pull back at the sight of three 9th Boundary Layer Aeonic Soul 
Sublimation experts surging towards him, his figure shooting out like a coiled 
singularity as tendrils of profound blue light surged from his eyes. 

He felt a bubbling sensation of power and valor as for him, this was his path 
towards Extremity! 

It couldn't be normal. 

It had to be one of a kind! 

BZZZT! 

Incandescent cerulean radiance surged as he looked like an Emperor from 
times unrecorded even on the Aeonic Annals of Extremity. 

He followed the path of Quintessence as while he was faithful to his Aeonic 
Quintessential Mana Soul, it triggered a profound Resonance of all the 
Boundaries within him as his Will formed into a terrific Haki- a Haki that 
exploded out into a wave of glorious majesty as he released a bellow that 
nearly matched the roars of the Beasts surging out in the distance! 

<OOOOOH!!!>𝑛𝑂𝓋𝞮𝗅𝗇𝐞xt.𝚌𝒐𝓶 

...! 
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The actions had been taken as Noah's main body would be the one to reap 
the rewards. 

His task was the opening of the many recently gained Treasure Caches, 
upgrade, and burn Boundary Layers to fuel Quintessence, Blood, Loot, and 
Manadynamics until he grew powerful enough to face existences that had 
reached the 9th Boundary Layer. 

Because at this moment…the reality truly was that his Aeonic Soul Damage 
Values could not exceed theirs! 

The only reason for his boldness was one thing. 

It was his Infinite Mana. 

It was his capability to spam! 

So even though the three Aeonic Soul Sublimation Reverends that surged 
over carried billowing pressure and Aeonic Soul Damage Values in the tens of 
millions, his figure released a wave of Haki that boomed out with over a single 
Million Damage Value, he had Layers of auras and barriers each carrying over 
a Million Damage Value, and to top it all off…a domain of an Apocalyptic 
Blitzkrieg descended. 

Massive cerulean Infinity symbols formed behind him and smashed forward 
as each one pulsed with terrifying gravitational waves. 

And then flames rose behind him as it seemed like he brought a whole sea 
into this fight as even though he may not currently be able to take down his 
enemies… 

'I can spam you all to exhaustion!' 

BOOM! 

The initial clash between the Wills and forces of the two sides occurred as to 
top off everything around Noah, the golden glow of Wisdom was ever so 
prevalent as Ophelia was right beside him. 

Her radiant visage gave off waves of majesty as a golden light reinforced 
everything around Noah, the billowing waves of power that the three 



Reverends brought over actually being nullified after they smashed through 
the Infinite symbols, auras, and seas of volatile Realities reinforced by the 
golden light of Wisdom as the enemies before them became utterly clear. 

A Reverend Noblesse holding a massive stature as uniquely designed rings 
covered various parts of his body. A Reverend Quasarian who emanated 
terrifying gravitational force and temperature that made him put ancient suns 
to shame! 

And an Ancestral Lernaean Reverend that Noah recognized by the name of 
Elder Ancestor Riddick who bellowed out towards Ophelia. 

<Sacrarium Empress Ophelia…what is this?!> 

BOOM! 

His voice carried explosive force as tangible change and transformation 
began to bloom in the nearby reality around this being. 

Changes in reality were also occurring around the other 2 Reverends as for 
the first time in history, three Aeonic Soul Sublimation existences of different 
Lineages in the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution actually moved in conjunction to 
quickly put to rest a single being as terrifying Planar Domains of these beings 
erupted out!𝑛𝑂𝓋𝞮𝗅𝗇𝐞xt.𝚌𝒐𝓶 

But even in the face of all this, Noah only took in the results of the fact that he 
actually rebuffed their heavy Damage Values with stacks of abilities, even 
though 90% were broken through before he reapplied the auras and barriers 
again. 

He still held confidence in the face of all this because just as these beings in 
front of him released their Planar Domains…so did he. 

And herein lay another significant part of his strength. 

Planar Domains cost a great deal of one's Aeonic Soul Values as most beings 
could cast it a few times if not two to three times as it was under a time limit. 

But ever since Noah gained the Boundary of Manadynamics and further 
reduced his rate of regeneration of all Resources within 10 Minutes, paired 
with the profound reality altering Aeonic Quintessential Mana Soul came with 
a stellar description…he could do even more ridiculous things. 



Part of the description within the 7th Boundary Layer of Manadynamics was of 
utmost importance. 

It read…. 

<...You have an infinite amount of Mana, so let it be put to use. 90% of all the 
required Aeonic Soul Values required to cast anything will be paid for by the 
Aeonic Mana of Extremity…> 

90% 

The cost to cast the Halcyon Plane of Loot was a tenth of his Soul as he could 
activate it for 1 minute, the Planar Domain of Sanguinity also cost a tenth of 
his Soul as he could activate it for 1 minute, and the Quintessential Hegemony 
of the Emperor took 95% of his Aeonic Soul Values to be active for 2 minutes. 

Noah recovered 10% of his Maximum Aeonic Soul Values every minute. 

It meant that due to his now Aeonic Quintessential Mana Soul covering for 
90% of all used Aeonic Soul Values, his three Planar Domains for Loot, Blood, 
and Quintessence combined would all cost him a little less than 10% of his 
Aeonic Soul Values all together. 

His cost to keep three Planar Domains active…was fully covered and 
exceeded by his rate of regeneration! 

This brought forward the broken reality wherein Noah…could call forth his 
three Planar Domains and keep them active indefinitely if he wished! 

And so, he erupted with this tool right away as a wondrous glow of gold, 
Crimson, and a myriad of colors erupted as the 6th Boundary Layers of Loot, 
Blood, and Quintessence were called upon. 

HOONG! 

His soul cried with profound fervor and wonder. 

His Bound Natural Laws and Decreta flowed their authorities passively into 
even the initiation of these Boundaries as they shone with incandescent 
waves of power. 

Massive Treasure Caches began to bloom for all to see as for the Planar 
Domain of Sanguinity, a dazzling Crimson sea of blood formed while a 



massive Crimson crown dripping with blood came to float above Noah- a 
Crimson robe also extending behind him and connecting with this sea of blood 
as he seemed to be the source! 

And for the Quintessential Hegemony of the Emperor- for the Planar 
Boundary of Quintessence that always changed if Noah allowed it to be cast 
naturally…it wasn't massive Planar chains of extremity this time around. 

The multicolored light of Quintessence shone in multiple areas as it bloomed 
to bring to fruition constructs with humanoid figures! 

They seemed to be made of pure multicolored light as an aurora of light 
formed wings behind them, their figures becoming adorned in a multicolored 
armament screaming of Extremity as their hands held massive hammers 
releasing a terrifying radiance. 

Multiple of such constructs formed as when Noah looked at them, the term 
<Quintessential Empyrean Planar Guards> rose in his mind! 

𝑛𝞸𝑣𝑒𝒍𝗇𝗲xt.𝑐𝑜𝑚 

This was the amalgamated authority of the Planar Domain of Quintessence as 
dozens of such <Quintessential Empyrean Planar Guards> formed, their 
bodies very quickly becoming tinged with a crimson and golden light as yet 
another feature of Noah's Planar Domain of Quintessence bloomed. 

It…could Resonate and empower currently cast domains and alter them in 
unquantifiable ways! 

The Quintessential Empyrean Planar Guards became filled with a raging aura 
of blood and Loot as along with treasured Caches forming something circular 
domain and opening to release radiant halcyon pillars of light that began to 
turn the very surrounding reality and everything within it into Loot, they moved 
with their massive celestial hammers to besiege the Aeonic Soul Sublimation 
Reverends in a grand show of power. 

BZZZT! 

This whole area buzzed and trembled at the sheer grandiosity and power 
released as even with all of this…Noah had yet to utilize the ability with a 
heavy cost to attain the Aeonic Arcane Mana Entity form! 



With his explosion of domains, the Reverends he faced bellowed out as the 
reality around them transformed into grand constructs as well. 

And the visage of the dazzling figure of Ophelia beside him released a 
magnificent light of power as the Planar Domain of Wisdom also unfolded! 

A great deal of things were happening as all this…was only localized to this 
small region Noah was in. 

Across the stellar black earth that had areas flowing with cerulean molten 
sand due to Noah's attacks, there were the Legions of Noblesse, Lernaeans, 
and Quasarians that moved like a tide towards the area where a veil had been 
removed. 

The area where an overabundance of light of Aeonic Treasures of Extremity 
could be seen! 

But along with this…were the titanic Beasts who were freely unleashed the 
moment this veil came down. 

What were they, and what exactly was Extremity Sanctification that Augurs 
and Seers foresaw? 

The answer lay in the surging titanic Beasts themselves. 

Multiple surged out, but at the forefront, one could see a stellar Obsidian 
scaled beast that seemed like a giant scorpion. 

Its stinger had a cluster of rotating singularities that swallowed the 
surrounding reality, its eyes filled with a brutal Crimson light of RUIN as even 
tendrils of NULLITY surged around this creature! 

Its nature and Origins were unknown as from among those coming to meet it, 
the regal bellow of a Reverend Emperor of the Noblesse could be heard. 

<Release the Light of Clarity!> 

HOOONG! 

A brilliant light flickered from the two massive eyes at the center of the 
formations of the Noblesse. 



The eyes of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform that the Noblesse had captured and 
chained released a bright light that instantly crossed across space to flash 
over the innumerable beings here, dazzling gold blue letters instantly 
beginning to form above the heads of existences thereafter! 

And above the foremost stellar obsidian scorpion releasing a terrifying light of 
power that even turned the eyes of Reverend Emperors somber, something 
glorious appeared. 

<Aeonic Prion Scorpiones> 

Such a glorious name flashed before everyone's eyes. 

But in the eyes of the Noblesse who were granted a specific right through the 
authority of the Apex Aeonic Eyes of Clarity, even more information unfolded 
that caused them to be gobsmacked. 

Others had their own means as the truly powerful beings forged forward, with 
the one at the forefront among the three Lineages being Reverend Emperor 
Septimius who propelled himself forward with a shocking gravitational force, 
the speed of this being that had multiple Boundaries at the 9th Boundary 
Layer being utterly insane as he arrived before the <Aeonic Prion 
Scorpiones> in an instant! 

<HO!> 

And his body then exploded like the most extreme black sun as it carried 
shocking momentum and power, seemingly about to smack into the crystalline 
obsidian scales of the Aeonic Prion Scorpiones when all of a sudden… 

CAA! 

A cry emanated from this creature as its body…dissolved as if it were foams 
of a vast sea. 

It parted left and right and turned malleable as if it were countless minuscule 
obsidian stellar foam, surging to the sides of the burning black quasarian sun 
and reforming behind it to turn back into the shocking form of the Aeonic Prion 
Scorpiones. 

It appeared right behind Reverend Emperor Septimius and the Legions of 
Quasarians that followed him as its stinger that swirled with multiple spinning 



singularities then struck out towards a started Reverend Emperor Septimius, 
and the terrifying claws of this creature struck out as they released tendrils of 
RUIN and NULLITY that surged like waves to smash onto the Legions before 
it! 

<Ah!> 

<Defend!> 

Cries of shock and valor rang out as Planar Domains erupted, only to be 
eaten up by the surging tendrils of RUIN and NULLITY that at this 
moment…released waves of Extremity. 

Extremity! 

It meant this creature had the Expanded concepts of RUIN and NULLITY 
surging around it in the forms of Boundaries, with its stage no doubt being 
utterly high as they devoured everything in their path! 

The Aeonic Prion Scorpiones smashed into the Legions of Quasarians as 
other Beasts of vastly different shapes and sizes came in contact with the 
Ancestral Lernaeans and Noblesse. 

Their names flashed here and there as they were grand to witness. 

<Aeonic Varicella Singularity> 

<Aeonic Shigella Ox> 

<Aeonic Dragonian Parvoviridae> 

Deadly and extremely menacing creatures that seemed to stem from ancient 
times rushed towards them as behind them, the eyes of all Quasarians, 
Noblesse, and Ancestral Lernaeans couldn't help but shine with a light of 
greed as they saw behind the torn veil…were multicolored mountains shining 
with tendrils of RUIN and NULLITY that held Aeonic Treasures of Extremity! 

There were Crimson and Silver floating stellar bodies with waterfalls of 
essence cascading down as pulsing herbs and treasures with the light of 
Extremity grew from them, all of this seeming like the opening of a domain 
from ancient times! 



Yet even far within these multicolored mountains filled with the light of 
Extremity, auras of these powerful Beasts could be felt as to get their hands 
on them would be an utterly arduous affair. 

But this wasn't all. 

Something that all beings here shockingly came to notice was that while some 
Beasts surged towards their Legions, others took to the skies as if the heavy 
pressure that forced all beings at the 8th Boundary Layer and below didn't 
exist for them. 

They took to the skies as they…traversed up the Abyss that all others 
descended into. 

Like massive flickering lights of RUIN and NULLITY, their destination was the 
Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns of Nullity…and beyond. 

Extremity Sanctification. 

Augurs and Seers knew of it. 

One of the most powerful Augurs who could gaze at the Aeonic Annals of 
Extremity was able to find out about it. 

But…they truly did not know just what Extremity Sanctification would signify. 

They did not know! 

The unknown creatures from the Abyss took to the dark skies as they surged 

out with power!𝑵𝗈𝗏𝑒𝐥𝑵𝔢xt.𝐜𝒐𝔪 

The prominent beings here could only look on in shock before their Wills 
returned to the ones they were fighting against, and the biggest task before 
them was to get past these creatures and get their hands on the Aeonic 
Treasures of Extremity in the distance. 

But this was when the battlefield changed yet again. 

HOONG! 

In the area where the Aeonic Prion Scorpiones erupted amidst the 
Quasarians, Reverend Emperor Septimius was able to rebuff its power with 



his own immense might, but the surprise eruption of waves of RUIN and 
NULLITY into the formations of Quasarians was deadly. 

A few hundred of the powerful Quasarians at the 7th and 6th Boundary Layers 
were tainted as those at the 8th Boundary Layers were able to resist 
somewhat! 

The main point…were those affected. 

Their Origins did not face decay and death under the attacks of the Aeonic 
Prion Scorpiones.  

No. There was something else contained in the Essence of RUIN and 
NULLITY as the secret lay in the name of this creature. 

Prion. 

Abnormal pathogenic agents considered terrors across countless histories. 

And such creatures were at a stupendously close stage towards Extremity as 
the Quasarians they attacked… 

BZZZT! 

Crackled with crimson silver light as they rose back up from the stellar black 
earth they fell into. 

Their eyes were red and filled with RUIN. 

Silver wings of NULLITY erupted from their backs. 

They rose from the depths of the Abyss as they turned to their very Lineage, 
those that they stood beside just moments ago…and they roared out while 
jumping towards unaffected Quasarians with profound fervor of destruction! 

…! 

A shocking phenomenon unfolded as at the same time, dozens of Quasarians 
tainted by the essence of the Aeonic Prion Scorpiones were pulled towards it 
by a terrifying gravitational force, circling around it protectively as the terrific 
visages of the Quasarians who had 6th Boundary Layers trembled, dazzling 
light of power emanating from the unknown creature as these existences who 



should only have power at the 6th Boundary Layer…pulsed before they very 
quickly began to emanate an aura of those at the 7th Layer. 

And the affected Quasarians at the 7th Boundary Layer released blinding 
radiance of RUIN and NULLITY as they very soon gave off the blinding auras 
of those at the 8th Boundary Layer! 

It was a drastic development that caused the gazes of all the Reverends of 
the three Lineages here to change, multiple orders being given out at this 
moment! 

<Always move behind an 8th Boundary Commander!> 

<Spread out!> 

<Destroy those affected and do not be tainted!> 

<Do not engage, go further inland and attain the Aeonic Treasures of 
Extremity!> 

Booming commands rang out as across the battlefield, a terrifying quality of 
those affected by the power of the erupted creatures of the Abyss…turned 
into those who were then under their control as a wanton massacre unfolded. 

— 

Across the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution. 

Undercurrents slowly began to surge, but nothing extensive had erupted yet! 

In the Abecedarian Sacrarium of the Ancestral Lernaeans. 

In the stellar region at the very peak of this Sacrarium, there were spinning 
multicolored rivers of reality stretching down endlessly below and a vibrant 
barrier of light above. 

It was the Abecedarian Sacrarium where Noah had marked the coordinates of 
with the Infinite Pylon of Ascension. 

And now after some time… 

BZZZT! 



A multicolored stellar bridge began to form at the very center of the 
Abecedarian Observatory as Ophelia, Luna, and Katelyn were opposite to it 
gazing forward with wonder, seeing the allure of the Planar Palisades of 
Extremity far behind the multicolored bridge, and then the auras of multiple 
figures being pulled on this bridge to appear before them now! 

With hair as golden as the honey of celestial bees, Eowyn was one of the first 
to arrive as beside her, the visage of the Dream Dimensional Chassis 
appearing as Noah released it from its constant state of Cultivation to arrive in 
the Havens of Extremity. 

Beside them, Little Henry could be seen next as the figures of the Oldest 
Dream, the Seeker of Knowledge, and all the other Dimensional Rulers under 
Noah appeared with their True Sanguine Clones one after another. 

The vibrant figures of Adelaide, Barbatos, Kazuhiko, Kraken, Blue Slime, 
Tiamat, and many others also made their entry into the Aeonic Haven of 
Dissolution. 

In the distance, the figures of Lilith, Eckert and Europa, and a few others could 
be seen as a large number of the critical beings from Noah's Infinite Plane 
appeared, all of them ready to establish themselves in this grand new 
location! 

Ophelia smiled towards them with a warm welcome as she spoke. 

<You all are coming into the Havens of Extremity at a really bad time…> 

The eyes of her main body reflected the scenes occurring in the Abyss as she 
continued. 

<...but nonetheless, I welcome you to the Abecedarian Sacrarium of the 
Ancestral Lernaeans. Friends and people of the Sacrarium Master are 
naturally my people as well, so don't be afraid to ask for help during your 
acclimation here.> 

…! 

Her words caught nearly all the new entrants off guard as Eowyn's fair face 
glimmered while she pushed her gold hair aside, turning towards Noah's clone 
and asking in exasperation. 



<Sacrarium Master? You couldn't have possibly already conquered one of the 
domains of the Ancestors in just a day, right?> 

The title granted to Noah was too astounding as he shook his head calmly, 
floating towards Ophelia while replying with a straight face. 

<No, the conquest finished just a few minutes after I stepped foot in there.> 

<...> 

Noah casually spoke the truth while leaving everyone speechless, waving his 
hand to show the Scenes occurring in the Abyss in order to expand the point 
of view of the new arrivals. 

He also gazed at the unfolding scenes and the terrifying creatures as he 
voiced towards Ophelia. 

<What does Wisdom say about Extremity Sanctification?> 

The words they kept hearing. 

Did even they have no idea what it entailed? 

Chapter 2309 Extremity Sanctification! IV 

 

This was the amalgamated authority of the Planar Domain of Quintessence as 

dozens of such <Quintessential Empyrean Planar Guards> formed, their 

bodies very quickly becoming tinged with a crimson and golden light as yet 

another feature of Noah's Planar Domain of Quintessence bloomed. 

It…could Resonate and empower currently cast domains and alter them in 

unquantifiable ways! 

The Quintessential Empyrean Planar Guards became filled with a raging aura 

of blood and Loot as along with treasured Caches forming something circular 

domain and opening to release radiant halcyon pillars of light that began to 

turn the very surrounding reality and everything within it into Loot, they moved 
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with their massive celestial hammers to besiege the Aeonic Soul Sublimation 

Reverends in a grand show of power. 

BZZZT! 

This whole area buzzed and trembled at the sheer grandiosity and power 

released as even with all of this…Noah had yet to utilize the ability with a 

heavy cost to attain the Aeonic Arcane Mana Entity form! 

With his explosion of domains, the Reverends he faced bellowed out as the 

reality around them transformed into grand constructs as well. 

And the visage of the dazzling figure of Ophelia beside him released a 

magnificent light of power as the Planar Domain of Wisdom also unfolded! 

A great deal of things were happening as all this…was only localized to this 

small region Noah was in. 

Across the stellar black earth that had areas flowing with cerulean molten 

sand due to Noah's attacks, there were the Legions of Noblesse, Lernaeans, 

and Quasarians that moved like a tide towards the area where a veil had been 

removed. 

The area where an overabundance of light of Aeonic Treasures of Extremity 

could be seen! 

But along with this…were the titanic Beasts who were freely unleashed the 

moment this veil came down. 

What were they, and what exactly was Extremity Sanctification that Augurs 

and Seers foresaw? 

The answer lay in the surging titanic Beasts themselves. 

Multiple surged out, but at the forefront, one could see a stellar Obsidian 

scaled beast that seemed like a giant scorpion. 



Its stinger had a cluster of rotating singularities that swallowed the 

surrounding reality, its eyes filled with a brutal Crimson light of RUIN as even 

tendrils of NULLITY surged around this creature! 

Its nature and Origins were unknown as from among those coming to meet it, 

the regal bellow of a Reverend Emperor of the Noblesse could be heard. 

<Release the Light of Clarity!> 

HOOONG! 

A brilliant light flickered from the two massive eyes at the center of the 

formations of the Noblesse. 

The eyes of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform that the Noblesse had captured and 

chained released a bright light that instantly crossed across space to flash 

over the innumerable beings here, dazzling gold blue letters instantly 

beginning to form above the heads of existences thereafter! 

And above the foremost stellar obsidian scorpion releasing a terrifying light of 

power that even turned the eyes of Reverend Emperors somber, something 

glorious appeared. 

<Aeonic Prion Scorpiones> 

Such a glorious name flashed before everyone's eyes. 

But in the eyes of the Noblesse who were granted a specific right through the 

authority of the Apex Aeonic Eyes of Clarity, even more information unfolded 

that caused them to be gobsmacked. 

Others had their own means as the truly powerful beings forged forward, with 

the one at the forefront among the three Lineages being Reverend Emperor 

Septimius who propelled himself forward with a shocking gravitational force, 

the speed of this being that had multiple Boundaries at the 9th Boundary 



Layer being utterly insane as he arrived before the <Aeonic Prion 

Scorpiones> in an instant! 

<HO!> 

And his body then exploded like the most extreme black sun as it carried 

shocking momentum and power, seemingly about to smack into the crystalline 

obsidian scales of the Aeonic Prion Scorpiones when all of a sudden… 

CAA! 

A cry emanated from this creature as its body…dissolved as if it were foams 

of a vast sea. 

It parted left and right and turned malleable as if it were countless minuscule 

obsidian stellar foam, surging to the sides of the burning black quasarian sun 

and reforming behind it to turn back into the shocking form of the Aeonic Prion 

Scorpiones. 

It appeared right behind Reverend Emperor Septimius and the Legions of 

Quasarians that followed him as its stinger that swirled with multiple spinning 

singularities then struck out towards a started Reverend Emperor Septimius, 

and the terrifying claws of this creature struck out as they released tendrils of 

RUIN and NULLITY that surged like waves to smash onto the Legions before 

it! 

<Ah!> 

<Defend!> 

Cries of shock and valor rang out as Planar Domains erupted, only to be 

eaten up by the surging tendrils of RUIN and NULLITY that at this 

moment…released waves of Extremity. 

Extremity! 



It meant this creature had the Expanded concepts of RUIN and NULLITY 

surging around it in the forms of Boundaries, with its stage no doubt being 

utterly high as they devoured everything in their path! 

The Aeonic Prion Scorpiones smashed into the Legions of Quasarians as 

other Beasts of vastly different shapes and sizes came in contact with the 

Ancestral Lernaeans and Noblesse. 

Their names flashed here and there as they were grand to witness. 

<Aeonic Varicella Singularity> 

<Aeonic Shigella Ox> 

<Aeonic Dragonian Parvoviridae> 

Deadly and extremely menacing creatures that seemed to stem from ancient 

times rushed towards them as behind them, the eyes of all Quasarians, 

Noblesse, and Ancestral Lernaeans couldn't help but shine with a light of 

greed as they saw behind the torn veil…were multicolored mountains shining 

with tendrils of RUIN and NULLITY that held Aeonic Treasures of Extremity! 

There were Crimson and Silver floating stellar bodies with waterfalls of 

essence cascading down as pulsing herbs and treasures with the light of 

Extremity grew from them, all of this seeming like the opening of a domain 

from ancient times! 

Yet even far within these multicolored mountains filled with the light of 

Extremity, auras of these powerful Beasts could be felt as to get their hands 

on them would be an utterly arduous affair. 

But this wasn't all. 

Something that all beings here shockingly came to notice was that while some 

Beasts surged towards their Legions, others took to the skies as if the heavy 



pressure that forced all beings at the 8th Boundary Layer and below didn't 

exist for them. 

They took to the skies as they…traversed up the Abyss that all others 

descended into. 

Like massive flickering lights of RUIN and NULLITY, their destination was the 

Endless Abyssal Thalassic Caverns of Nullity…and beyond. 

Extremity Sanctification. 

Augurs and Seers knew of it. 

One of the most powerful Augurs who could gaze at the Aeonic Annals of 

Extremity was able to find out about it. 

But…they truly did not know just what Extremity Sanctification would signify. 

They did not know! 

Chapter 2310 Extremity Sanctification! V 

The unknown creatures from the Abyss took to the dark skies as they surged 

out with power! 

The prominent beings here could only look on in shock before their Wills 

returned to the ones they were fighting against, and the biggest task before 

them was to get past these creatures and get their hands on the Aeonic 

Treasures of Extremity in the distance. 

But this was when the battlefield changed yet again. 

HOONG! 

In the area where the Aeonic Prion Scorpiones erupted amidst the 

Quasarians, Reverend Emperor Septimius was able to rebuff its power with 

his own immense might, but the surprise eruption of waves of RUIN and 

NULLITY into the formations of Quasarians was deadly. 
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A few hundred of the powerful Quasarians at the 7th and 6th Boundary Layers 

were tainted as those at the 8th Boundary Layers were able to resist 

somewhat! 

The main point…were those affected. 

Their Origins did not face decay and death under the attacks of the Aeonic 

Prion Scorpiones.  

No. There was something else contained in the Essence of RUIN and 

NULLITY as the secret lay in the name of this creature. 

Prion. 

Abnormal pathogenic agents considered terrors across countless histories. 

And such creatures were at a stupendously close stage towards Extremity as 

the Quasarians they attacked… 

BZZZT! 

Crackled with crimson silver light as they rose back up from the stellar black 

earth they fell into. 

Their eyes were red and filled with RUIN. 

Silver wings of NULLITY erupted from their backs. 

They rose from the depths of the Abyss as they turned to their very Lineage, 

those that they stood beside just moments ago…and they roared out while 

jumping towards unaffected Quasarians with profound fervor of destruction! 

…! 

A shocking phenomenon unfolded as at the same time, dozens of Quasarians 

tainted by the essence of the Aeonic Prion Scorpiones were pulled towards it 

by a terrifying gravitational force, circling around it protectively as the terrific 

visages of the Quasarians who had 6th Boundary Layers trembled, dazzling 



light of power emanating from the unknown creature as these existences who 

should only have power at the 6th Boundary Layer…pulsed before they very 

quickly began to emanate an aura of those at the 7th Layer. 

And the affected Quasarians at the 7th Boundary Layer released blinding 

radiance of RUIN and NULLITY as they very soon gave off the blinding auras 

of those at the 8th Boundary Layer! 

It was a drastic development that caused the gazes of all the Reverends of 

the three Lineages here to change, multiple orders being given out at this 

moment! 

<Always move behind an 8th Boundary Commander!> 

<Spread out!> 

<Destroy those affected and do not be tainted!> 

<Do not engage, go further inland and attain the Aeonic Treasures of 

Extremity!> 

Booming commands rang out as across the battlefield, a terrifying quality of 

those affected by the power of the erupted creatures of the Abyss…turned 

into those who were then under their control as a wanton massacre unfolded. 

— 

Across the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution. 

Undercurrents slowly began to surge, but nothing extensive had erupted yet! 

In the Abecedarian Sacrarium of the Ancestral Lernaeans. 

In the stellar region at the very peak of this Sacrarium, there were spinning 

multicolored rivers of reality stretching down endlessly below and a vibrant 

barrier of light above. 



It was the Abecedarian Sacrarium where Noah had marked the coordinates of 

with the Infinite Pylon of Ascension. 

And now after some time… 

BZZZT! 

A multicolored stellar bridge began to form at the very center of the 

Abecedarian Observatory as Ophelia, Luna, and Katelyn were opposite to it 

gazing forward with wonder, seeing the allure of the Planar Palisades of 

Extremity far behind the multicolored bridge, and then the auras of multiple 

figures being pulled on this bridge to appear before them now! 

With hair as golden as the honey of celestial bees, Eowyn was one of the first 

to arrive as beside her, the visage of the Dream Dimensional Chassis 

appearing as Noah released it from its constant state of Cultivation to arrive in 

the Havens of Extremity. 

Beside them, Little Henry could be seen next as the figures of the Oldest 

Dream, the Seeker of Knowledge, and all the other Dimensional Rulers under 

Noah appeared with their True Sanguine Clones one after another. 

The vibrant figures of Adelaide, Barbatos, Kazuhiko, Kraken, Blue Slime, 

Tiamat, and many others also made their entry into the Aeonic Haven of 

Dissolution. 

In the distance, the figures of Lilith, Eckert and Europa, and a few others could 

be seen as a large number of the critical beings from Noah's Infinite Plane 

appeared, all of them ready to establish themselves in this grand new 

location! 

Ophelia smiled towards them with a warm welcome as she spoke. 

<You all are coming into the Havens of Extremity at a really bad time…> 



The eyes of her main body reflected the scenes occurring in the Abyss as she 

continued. 

<...but nonetheless, I welcome you to the Abecedarian Sacrarium of the 

Ancestral Lernaeans. Friends and people of the Sacrarium Master are 

naturally my people as well, so don't be afraid to ask for help during your 

acclimation here.> 

…! 

Her words caught nearly all the new entrants off guard as Eowyn's fair face 

glimmered while she pushed her gold hair aside, turning towards Noah's clone 

and asking in exasperation. 

<Sacrarium Master? You couldn't have possibly already conquered one of the 

domains of the Ancestors in just a day, right?> 

The title granted to Noah was too astounding as he shook his head calmly, 

floating towards Ophelia while replying with a straight face. 

<No, the conquest finished just a few minutes after I stepped foot in there.> 

<...> 

Noah casually spoke the truth while leaving everyone speechless, waving his 

hand to show the Scenes occurring in the Abyss in order to expand the point 

of view of the new arrivals. 

He also gazed at the unfolding scenes and the terrifying creatures as he 

voiced towards Ophelia. 

<What does Wisdom say about Extremity Sanctification?> 

The words they kept hearing. 

Did even they have no idea what it entailed? 

 


